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My name is Barbara Price, and I represent the American Association of University 
Women of Pennsylvania (AAUW-PA). Founded in 1881, AAUW's mission is to advance equity 
for women and girls through advocacy, education, philanthropy, and research and speak to 
women's needs, aspirations and concerns across the life span. AAUW's member-adopted public 
policy principles call for a "livable wage" and "reduction of poverty." AAUW supports and 
advocates for workplace policies that will help all women achieve economic self-sufficiency. 
Implicit in our principles and work is support for government agencies administering programs, 
including adequate appropriations, effective and accountable administration, and provision for 
citizen participation. 

AAUW strongly supports the proposed rule change because it strengthens overtime 
protections for as many as to 370,000 salaried workers and up to 460,000 workers in four years, 
many of whom are women. The proposed regulation is needed to reflect today's economy and 
the needs of families. At the federal level, in 2015 AA UW supported similar proposed revisions 
to the Fair Labor Standards Act pertaining to the exemption for Exemptions for Executive, 
Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales and Computer Employees along with 190 other non
profit organizations across the country. 

When these regulations were established over forty years ago, certain white collar 
employees were excluded from overtime pay protections based on the presumption that these 
workers earned higher salaries and benefits as opposed to other workers who were entitled to 
overtime pay. While it is generally true that salaries increase over the years to keep up with the 
rising cost ofliving, the overtime threshold for white collar employees has not been adjusted to 
keep up with inflation or the cost of living. Unfortunately, many workers are now at the mercy of 
these outdated regulations which state that they are only automatically eligible for overtime pay 
if they are paid less than $23,660 annually ($455 a week), an amount less than the 2018 poverty 
level of $25, I 00 for a family of four. 

According to the Keystone Research Center's March 2018 Edition of the Family Budget 
Calculator from the Economic Policy Institute, there is no county in Pennsylvania where people 
can have a modest but adequate standard ofliving at the poverty level of $25, 100. Taking into 
consideration housing, food, transportation, health care, and other necessities by county, even a 
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single adult with no children needs a salary of $30,654 at the low end and $44,013 at the high 
end to have a modest standard of living in Pennsylvania. Of course the numbers are even greater 
for a family of four with one adult and three children. They would need $71,476 at the low end 
and $117,174 at the high end for a reasonable standard ofliving. 

In Pennsylvania wage growth has not kept pace with the rest of our region where the 
minimum wage has increased in all neighboring states as has employment growth. 
Pennsylvania's minimum wage lost 4. 7 percent of its purchasing power from 2012 to 2016. In 
addition, employers routinely "promote" previously nonexempt workers, who were eligible to 
earn overtime pay, to salaried low-level managerial positions which demand hours over the 40 
hour a week threshold without overtime pay. This practice essentially cheats workers out of pay 
who work these longer overtime hours. 

Research shows the increase in the salary threshold would greatly help women, especially 
young and minority women, because they are more likely than other subgroups to have lower 
salaries and are currently paid below the proposed new threshold. In 2015 the Institute for 
Women's Policy Research and Mom's Rising released the report How the New Overtime Rule 
Will Help Women & Families in response to the proposed federal changes. They found that of 
those who were exempt at that time from automatic eligibility, women would benefit more than 
men, 36 percent compared to 21 percent of men. Among all female workers who would be newly 
covered, single mothers would benefit the most from access to overtime pay with the greatest 
increase seen among single women with children. The report also found that some of the largest 
increases would be among Black and Hispanic women. 

AAUW is committed to this issue because it is a matter of economics not just for women, 
but for families as well. The majority of mothers are in the paid labor force and approximately 
one third of employed mothers are the sole support for their families. This is not just single 
parents, but families where the spouse is not working. Raising the threshold for overtime pay 
could have a dramatic impact on poverty and contribute more toward the amount of social 
security women receive in retirement meaning fewer elderly women living in poverty. Raising 
the threshold would not only benefit families, it could also strengthen the economy. With a 
higher threshold for overtime, employers might hire more employees and increase hours of part 
time workers. Of course increased income could also lead to more consumer spending and 
economic growth. 

Furthermore, AAUW supports the proposed phase in over a period of four years and the 
inclusion of up to 10% of salary to be satisfied through bonus pay. This will give employers time 
to adjust to the new regulations. The proposed automatic updates to the salary level will prevent 
the level from becoming outdated. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on this important issue which AAUW 
believes can greatly impact economic inequality and wage stagnation and improve the economic 
security of women and minorities. 
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